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Abstract 

 

The public’s view of American foreign policy is informed by a number of factors, 

including its views on religions and America’s place in the world. This paper will examine the 

letters to the editor generated by a controversy surrounding a minister’s criticism of the Korean 

War in Madison, Wisconsin in 1950. Though this author does not claim to survey the full scope 

of public opinion regarding the Korean War, by illuminating the opinions of nineteen 

individuals, this author hopes to shed light on how Americans viewed themselves and the world 

in 1950. 
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Introduction 

On Sunday December 10th, 1950, Rev. Alfred W. Swan published an article in his church’s 

weekly newsletter “in which he claimed the U.S. had no business in Korea and would do well to 

deal with the Red Chinese government.”1 The statements made by the pastor of the First 

Congregational Church of Madison, Wisconsin generated enough furor that the incident 

merited a front page story in the Wisconsin State Journal the following Tuesday. While the 

article is interesting in and of itself, the real value of this tidbit of history is the dialogue that it 

produced in the letters to the editor sections of the Wisconsin State Journal and the Capital 

Times. The discourse in these letters reveals much about the attitudes of ordinary Wisconsin 

residents on the threat of communism, the place of religion in American foreign policy, and the 

proper place of America in the world. From these letters to the editor, it can be determined 

that American citizens were broadly supportive of the UN and American intervention in 

conflicts abroad, especially when those conflicts involved communism. The reason that many 

people opposed communism and supported the UN were broadly religious, but the avenues 

that people trod from a strong religious conviction to a support of the Korean War varied 

greatly. 

 The Korean War loomed large in peoples’ minds in the closing weeks of 1950. All of the 

headlines in the December 12 issue of the Journal dealt with Korea. While the “Arab-Asian” 

block asked for a cease-fire in the UN, the U.S. Army was being driven back toward Seoul; 

America was being assaulted on all fronts.2 In December 1950, this negative turn of events as 

                                                           
1
 Swan’s Stand on Korea Received “One Objection,” Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 12, 1950. 

2
 Ibid. 
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well as the Korean War itself was all rather new. On June 27, the United Nation Security Council 

declared North Korea as the aggressor against South Korea and recommended “that the 

Members of the United Nations furnish such assistance to the Republic of Korea as may be 

necessary to repel the armed attack.”3 On June 30 commander of the US army in the Far East 

requested “an immediate dispatch of two divisions to Korea.”4  

The North Korean attack was considered by many to be an assault of the authority of 

the newly formed UN.5 As such, the Korean War came to be viewed by Americans as not only a 

struggle against communism or for the self determination of the South Korea people, but also 

as a referendum on the legitimacy of the UN. Many Americans considered the interests of the 

UN to be the same as the United State’s interests.6 Because of this, Americans by and large felt, 

at the outset, that the Korean War must be fought and won.  In late 1950, public support for 

the Korean War was as high as 80% according to a National Opinion Research Center (NORC) 

poll, or a more conservative 68% according to Gallup. 7  

Political leaders were, of course, more cynical about the relationship between the UN 

and the United States than the general public. President Harry S. Truman felt that by bringing 

the UN in the conflict, the US could fulfill its containment aims without provoking direct Soviet 

or Chinese military involvement. If, Truman believed, the United States had the weight of 

international opinion and military force on its side, then the communist powers would be 

                                                           
3
 UN Security Council, Resolution 83 (1950) of 27 June 1950, S/RES/83, 1950. 

4
 William Stueck, The Korean War: An International History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 44. 

5
 Richard Whelan, Drawing the Line: The Korean War, 1950-1953 (Boston: Little Brown and Company: 1990), 127. 

6
 Ibid, 152. 

7
 Adam J. Berinsky, In Time of War: Understanding American Public Opinion from World War II to Iraq (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2009), 16. 
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disinclined to enter the conflict.8 While the Korean War was, in name and letter, an 

international affair, it was carried out mainly by Americans. 5,720,000 American troops 

participated in the Korean War while only 40,000 non-US UN member troops did.9  

For the first few months of the conflict, this strategy worked rather well. The UN was 

achieving its aim of “*doing+ what the League of Nations had never dared to do.”10 Instead of 

simply denouncing aggressive military actions as the League had done when Japan had invaded 

Manchuria and Italy Abyssinia prior to World War II, the UN was taking active measures to 

combat the communist incursion. By October of 1950, UN forces were pushing steadily 

northward and China had yet to involve itself in the conflict.11 This all changed, however, in 

November when Chinese troops began crossing over the Manchurian border into North Korea. 

On November 6, General Douglass MacArthur ordered that the bridge connecting North Korea 

and Manchuria to be destroyed.12 Unfortunately, this was to no avail. By late December 

communist troops stood ready to swarm the 38th parallel.”13   

Meanwhile, on the home front, the second Red Scare was in full swing. 1949 was not a 

good year for America’s sense of well-being. In August, the Soviet Union successfully tested 

their first nuclear weapon; the United States was no longer the sole proprietor of the atomic 

bomb. 14 In October, the People’s Republic of China announced itself to the world; America no 

                                                           
8
 Whelan, 151. 

9
 Whelan, 153. 

10
 Ibid, 151. 

11
 Stueck, 87. 

12
 Ibid, 111. 

13
 Ibid, 142. 

14
 Ted Morgan, Reds: McCarthyism in Twentieth-Century America (New York: Random House, 2003), 321.  
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longer had one large communist republic to deal with, but two.15 It was in this atmosphere of 

uncertainty that Joe McCarthy, the fabled senator from Wisconsin, went on his perfervid 

rampage. In February 1950, the US Senate adopted Resolution 231 which called for a thorough 

rooting out of communists in the State Department.16 The outbreak of the Korean War was a 

bonanza for McCarthy; he could use the deaths of American soldiers in Korea as emotional 

leverage to increase support for his policies.17 Around the same time, Julius and Ethel 

Rosenberg were arrested for espionage.18 So, not only were communists streaming out of 

Manchuria, they were hiding in the State Department or just down the street. In late 1950, fear 

was thick in the air.  

At the same time that the United States was being threatened from both abroad and 

within, American Protestantism was beginning the experience a similar crisis. Immediately after 

World War II, the Federal Council of Churches (FCC), an ecumenical protestant group, was 

boundlessly optimistic about the potential good the UN could do on the world stage. The FCC 

pushed hard for a ratification that it feared would not occur after the US’s experience with the 

League of Nations after World War I.19 But pass it did and for a brief moment in the sun the 

protestant ecumenical movement experiences a heyday. World Protestants banded together 

on an unprecedented scale in 1948, when the World Council of Churches was founded.20  

                                                           
15

 Morgan, 321-322. 
16

 Morgan, 395. 
17

 Ibid., 406. 
18

 Ibid., 289. 
19

 William Inboden, Religion and American Foreign Policy, 1945-1960: The Soul of Containment (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 31. 
20

 Ibid, 41. 
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But at the same time that the World Council of Churches was producing a global-scale 

fellowship,  what William Inboden describes as neo-evangelist Protestants were emerging, 

threatening to create rifts the domestic religious sphere.21 The FCC and the WCC worked very 

hard to avoid suspicions that they had communist sympathies, probably because they 

didn’t.22Evangelical Christians did not have this problem. There was no mistaking them for 

being soft on communism, or anything else for that matter. In the foreign policy sphere, 

evangelicals were characterized by their “unambiguous anticommunism, their unapologetic 

patriotism, and the priority they gave to “spiritual needs over “physical needs.””23 While more 

liberal Protestants believed that churches should work together to improve the living 

conditions of the world’s poor and disenfranchised, evangelicals believed that the salvation of 

the soul was paramount. 

Such was the state of affairs in December 1950. What, then, is the connection between 

a minor episode in Madison church politics and the global struggle for a balance of power? The 

answer is this: Public opinion, writ large, can tell us some things about American attitudes. A 

Gallup poll can tell us what percentage of Americans support such-and-such a policy, statistics 

dependent upon how a question is phrased and subject to a confidence value. But what I think 

the most important question in to ask in almost all circumstances is “why?” It is one thing to 

know how a man will answer a survey question and quite another to know why. How is 

someone’s support of a war informed by their religion and circumstance? What place, in their 

                                                           
21

 Indoben, 56-57. 
22

 Ibid., 49 
23

 Ibid., 58. 
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minds, does religion have in foreign policy? And, most importantly, what is America’s place in 

the world? I believe these questions are best answered when people ask their own questions.  

This paper is not meant to be a quantitative study of American attitudes on God and war 

in 1950. Rather, it is a meditation on the role of religion in shaping the opinions of ordinary 

Americans on foreign policy. This is, for the most part, by virtue of necessity. This essay will 

examine nineteen letters to the editor that were written to two newspapers in the space of two 

weeks in a small city in an unexceptional Midwestern state. Those whose voices will be heard in 

this essay are by the nature of the medium self-selected, and therefore exceptional. The people 

who wrote these letters were, naturally, more invested in the discourse surrounded this event 

for political, religious, or personal reasons. Still, while I cannot claim that these letters are a 

perfect microcosm of American thought in 1950, they do reflect a wide range of views that 

surely represent a wide swath of the American population. 

What Happened 

In December 1950, Rev. Alfred Swan was the pastor of the First Congregational Church 

in Madison, Wisconsin, and had been for twenty years since moving from Colorado.24 Swan had 

come under fire in the past for being a possible communist sympathizer; nine months before 

the incident at hand, Swan had made headlines in the Capital Times for preaching a sermon 

“pointing out the church’s firm opposition to Communism, while emphasizing that the welfare 

state and a tinge of Socialism are good Christian doctrine.”25 On Saturday December 9, 1950, 

                                                           
24

 Rev. Swan is Welcomed Here, Capital (WI) Times, Nov 21, 1930.; Congregationalists Hear Rev. Swan, Wisconsin 
State Journal, June 30, 1930. 
25

 Welfare State, Tinge of Socialism Are Christian Doctrine, Swan Declares, The Capital (WI) Times, March 9, 1950. 
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members of Swan’s congregation received that week’s copy of the church’s newsletter, The 

Church Tower.26 In the newsletter was an article, written by Swan, which was critical of 

America’s involvement in the Korean War.  

Madison in 1950 was not a small town; it had nearly 100,000 residents.27 Yet, Swan’s 

article generated enough furor both within and outside his congregation that by Tuesday the 

Wisconsin State Journal was reporting on the matter. The Journal article contained four points 

from Swan’s article that would become the focus of most letters to the editor. Some people 

outside of Swan’s congregation read copies of the articles; Swan stated in the Journal article 

that of those who had contacted him, “many were citizens around town, whom *he didn’t+ 

know”28 and some later letters to the editor from people outside his congregation referenced 

quotes from his article that never appeared in the newspaper. However, most of the comments 

generated focused on four points that were highlighted in the Journal article. These points 

included Swan’s opinions that the “U.S. had no business in Korea and would do well to deal 

with the Red Chinese government,” which was, at the time, pressing the UN army south. The 

last two points were quoted verbatim from Swan’s article. They were “that the Communist 

People’s government of China shows ‘promise of alleviating the mass poverty of a peasant 

countryside,’ and… that ‘we have a grave responsibility to leave the continent of Asia to the 

Asiatics.’” 29  

                                                           
26

 Kaub Hits Swan’s Korea Stand; Deacons to Get Letter Tonight, Capital (WI) Times, Dec 14, 1950. 
27

 Number of Inhabitants: Wisconsin, U.S Census of Population, 1950, 49-9. 
28

 Swan’s Stand on Korea Received “One Objection.” 
29

 Swan’s Stand on Korea Received “One Objection.” 
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The dialogue against Swan begins directly below the original article with a rebuttal from 

Paul A. Stewart. Stewart is introduced in the article as the Madison director of Youth for 

Christ.30 By trade, he was an insurance executive who “specialize(d) in selling to non-drinkers,” 

but he would become influential enough in Madison evangelical scene that his departure for 

Grand Rapids, Michigan in 1972 had “about the same shock value as would an announcement 

by Pope Paul VI that he was moving to Geneva.”31 Stewart’s main assertion was that the United 

States “as a Christian nation (had) business anywhere in the world.” Steward predicated his 

argument on both altruistic and self-interested points. He wrote that “We have a grave 

responsibility to stay in Asia—where we have something to offer and which can be had without 

money or price,” presumably the word of God. But he also warned that if Communism were not 

stopped, it would “(take) everything we have or will have.”32   

The Capital Times, Madison’s other daily newspaper, did not pick up the story until 

Thursday, December 14, by which time all Journal commentary outside of the opinions section 

had ceased. The first article published in the Times discussing the matter consisted mainly of 

quotations from a letter published in the Journal by one of Swan’s parishioners, Verne Kaub.33 

Kaub’s letter, which will be discussed in more detail later, lambasted Swan’s stance on Korea. 

The article also covered Kaub’s attempt to remove Swan from the pulpit. A follow-up article the 

                                                           
30

 Rev. Swan’s Right in Pulpit Assailed, The Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 12, 1950. 
31

 Madison Evangelist Paul Stewart Leaving, Wisconsin State Journal, March 18, 1972. 
32

 Rev. Swan’s Right in Pulpit Assailed. 
33

 Kaub Hits Swan’s Korea Stand; Deacons to Get Letter Tonight. 
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next day reported that the First Congregational board of deacons “shunted aside” Kaub’s 

proposal and that, furthermore, 24 ministers had issued a statement supporting Swan.34  

The People 

Since Swan found 24 to support him, it would seem that the clergy were more 

sympathetic to Swan’s message than to the letter-writing public. Of the nineteen unique letters 

to the editor published on the Swan affair, only two supported Swan. Both of the letters 

published in Swan’s defense were published in the Capital Times, a paper that while 

considerably more liberal the Journal, was still opposed to Swan’s stance. The other seventeen 

letters opposed Swan’s assertions, some more acidly than others. Both contemporary and 

modern studies have found that writers of letters to the editor are older, more conservative, 

and more male than the general population.35 This seems to hold true for the letters sampled. 

Of the nineteen letters published, eleven were written by men, four were written by women, 

and four were anonymous without any genitive descriptors in the pseudonym. Five of the 

eleven men could be positively identified in census records. Their names and ages were, in 

ascending order: Keith Propp, 3336; Charles Polley, 5437; William Randolph Lacey, 5738; Verne 

Kaub, 6039; and William H Milward, 7340. W.D. Pennypacker was not found in the census 

                                                           
34

 Kaub Effort to Oust Dr. Swan Fails As Deacons Reject Move, Capital (WI) Times, Dec 15, 1950. 
35

 Sydyney A. Forsythe, “An Exploratory Study of Letters to the Editor and Their Contributors,” The Public Opinion 
Quarterly, 14 (Spring 1950), 143-144.; David B. Hill, “Letter Opinion on ERA: A Test of the Newspaper Bias 
Hypothesis,” The Public Opinion Quarterly, 45 (Autumn, 1981), 384-392. 
36

 Manuscript Census, Town of Dayton, Richland County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1920. 
37

 Manuscript Census. Town of Kingston, Green Lake County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1930. 
38

 Manuscript Census, City of Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1910. 
39

 Manuscript Census, Town of Fon de Lac, Fond u Lac County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1930. 
40

 Manuscript Census. City of Madison. Dane County. Wisconsin. U.S. Census of Population, 1900. 
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records, but newspaper sources indicate that he was also 73 at the time he wrote his letter.41 

While this sample is certainly too small to carry any statistical significance, the ages obtained do 

lean heavily toward at least middle age. However, though the letter sample is demographically 

skewed, it is not a whitewash. There are a multiplicity of backgrounds and opinions in these 

letters that make them a valuable window into the state of popular opinion in 1950.  

 Some of the letter-writers can be grouped easily by a shared occupation, opinion, or 

experience. They will be discussed below. The sundry others, though they do not lend 

themselves to classification, are perhaps more representative of the average Wisconsin 

experience. The life of Mrs. Carl Schneider, one of the few women to write a letter, typifies the 

rural Wisconsin experience. At the time she wrote the letter, Mrs. Carl Schneider lived in 

Muscoda. She had also grown up there. Her father had been a millwright at a Muscoda 

sawmill.42 Her husband had grown up on a dairy farm just across the Wisconsin River in Orion. 43 

It is possible that Mr. Carl Schneider inherited his father’s farm. Mrs. Carl Schneider was in her 

late 20s when she wrote the letter, younger than any of the men. 44 Interestingly, the youngest 

man in the sample was also a possible dairy farmer. The father of Keith Propp of Richland 

Center was also a dairy farmer so it is possible that Propp was also.45 In 1950, out of the slightly 

more than a million men in the labor force, there were slightly less than 150,000 male farm 

owners and tenants.46 Therefore, slightly less than 15% of the population was involved in 

                                                           
41

 “Who Are the Vox Poppers?” Capital Times, May 1, 1941. 
42

 Manuscript Census, Town of Muscoda, Grant County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1930. 
43

 Manuscript Census, Town of Orion, Richland County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population,1930.  
44

 Manuscript Census, Town of Muscoda, Grant County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1930. 
45

 Manuscript Census, Town of Eagle, Richland County, Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1930.; Obituary of 
George Propp, Wisconsin State Journal, Sep 9, 1973. 
46

 Detailed Characteristics: Wisconsin, U.S. Census of Population, 1950, 49-165. 
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farming—a significant minority for a single occupation. Perhaps, it is indicative that the sample 

is not entirely skewed that there were two dairy farmers involved in the discourse.  

 Unfortunately, there are two other letter-writers that are unclassifiable not because 

they wrote anonymously, but because there is a paucity of information about their lives.  W. 

Randolph Lacey was quite old when his letter was published, but he was still active in the 

community. In 1952, Lacey was elected chairman of the Madison Baha’I Assembly. At the time 

that Lacey was elected, there were nine members of the assembly, making it a very small 

religious community.47 In 1921, Lacey acted as an interim layman minister at the Parkside 

Presbyterian Church.48 Lacey’s range of religious experiences is certainly unique. William H. 

Milward, the final unclassified letter-writer, was also a Presbyterian but of a less adventurous 

spirit. Milward, a former postal-carrier and a renowned breeder of chickens, did not convert to 

an obscure religion in his dotage, but rather remained true to the Christ Presbyterian Church; in 

his obituary, his surviving family members suggested that memorials be made in his name to 

the church building fund.49 

 Six of the letter-writers are unclassifiable by choice, their letters were anonymous. Four 

of these letters were not used in the general analysis because they were brief and focused on 

issues not addressed in this paper, such as the separation of church and state. Two of the 

letters, “Revival Campaign by a self-titled “Non-Communist” and “What About Russia” by “One 

Who Objects” were valuable to the discussion and it is unfortunate that the letters were 

anonymous.  

                                                           
47

 Lacey Chairman of Baha’I Assembly, The Capital (WI) Times, April 22, 1952. 
48

 Parkside Presbyterian, Capital (WI) Times, Feb 12, 1921. 
49

 Obituary of William Milward, Wisconsin State Journal, Oct 8, 1961. 
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Three Ministers 

Given the nature of the affair, it is not surprising that men of the cloth are 

overrepresented in the letters. In the 1950 Census, there were only one hundred seventy eight 

Madison residents who identified themselves as clergymen.50 Of the nineteen letters to the 

editor, three were written by clergymen, including two from Madison and one from Brodhead. 

Interestingly, the letters from all three clergymen vary markedly in both tone and content. Rev. 

R.W. Sachtjen from the Methodist Church in Brodhead is critical of both Swan’s opponents and 

U.S. foreign policy without being explicitly supportive of Swan himself.51 Charles Polley of the 

Bible Fellowship Church is hostile towards Swan.52 James Willeford of the Church of Christ, 

meanwhile, is methodically critical of Swan’s stance while applauding his “sincerity of 

purpose.”53  

  Sachtjen’s letter mainly focused on refuting Stewart’s assertions that America 

was a Christian nation and therefore its military interests in Korea were selfless. From an 

unknown source, Sachtjen quotes a figure that “66 per cent of the American people are non-

Christian and therefore pagan” and thus American foreign policy cannot be biblically charitable.  

He is “sorry to have to admit that Christ and His Kingdom are not what American armed forces 

are fighting for in Korea,”54 but rather realpolitik. Sachtjen, who had served as a missionary in 

Burma and India before settling in Brodhead, invokes his experience in the Far East to bolster 

                                                           
50

 1950 Census 49-168 
51

 R.W. Sachtjen, letter to the editor, Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 14, 1950. 
52

 Charles Polley, letter to the editor, Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 20, 1950. 
53

 James Willeford, letter to the editor, Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 21, 1950. 
54

 Sachtjen. 
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his argument.55 As a Christian missionary, he naturally judged the Christianization of Asia to be 

a desirable aim, but he considered America strategies to be wrong-headed. Sachtjen compares 

the U.S.’s behavior in Asia to that of Shylock to underscore its money-grubbing, unchristian 

nature.56 

 James Willeford of the Church of Christ objects to Swan’s stance but not, surprisingly, on 

religious grounds. Instead, Willeford invokes both the spirit of the UN and the specter of World 

War II to defend the Korea War. Willeford likens the invasion of South Korea to Hitler’s 

aggression in the Rhineland or Mussolini’s in Ethiopia prior to WWII. According to Willeford, the 

great failure of the League of Nations was its failure to “stop these aggressions in their 

infancy.”57 Willeford shows great faith in the stabilizing power of institutions when he declares 

that “we must have some strong united government, consisting of all nations, to prevent any 

one nation from becoming an aggressor.”58 Willeford, like several other letter writers, opposes 

dealings with China, but not because he views it as a fundamentally evil or unchristian nation. 

Rather, Willeford argues that “any item we lend lease, sell or give the Communists will be used 

against us.”59 Willeford viewed the essential purpose of American foreign policy to be “to 

prevent any aggressor from subjecting weaker nations to its own will,”60 whatever that nation’s 

ideology. Though Willeford’s main problem with communist countries was their expansionist 

ambitions, he also found fault with China’s domestic policies. Willeford contests Swan’s opinion 

that the People’s government in China showed “promise of alleviating the mass poverty of a 

                                                           
55

 Reception Planned for Rev. Sachtjen, Wisconsin State Journal, Sept 26, 1945. 
56

 Sachtjen. 
57

 Willeford. 
58

 Ibid. 
59

 Ibid. 
60

 Ibid. 
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peasant countryside.”61 Willeford invokes the horrors of Stalin’s first two five-year plans to 

contest the purported ability of communism to solve the plight of the world’s poor.62  

 The last pastoral epistle, written by Charles Polley of the Bible Fellowship Church, is also 

the most scathing. Polley evokes Ephesians 5:11 when he terms communism the “unfruitful 

works of darkness.” To Polley, communist nations were irretrievably evil as they were Godless. 

Unlike Willeford, Polley doesn’t dispute Swan’s assertion that communism in China would 

elevate the lot of peasants in the grounds that the precedent that Stalin’s five year plans was 

grim.  Rather, he objected on the grounds that poverty reduction was “not in any wise related 

to the Kingdom of Heaven.”63 So, Polley does not see America’s proper place as that of the 

vanguard of humanitarianism, as Sachtjen does, or of self determination, as Willeford does, but 

as a force of good against iniquity. Polley’s view, which paints the communists as irretrievably 

evil, and poverty-reduction as an ignoble goal, most closely conforms to William Inboden’s 

description of the evangelical foreign policy. This would make sense as the Bible Fellowship 

Church is an evangelical offshoot of the Mennonite church. 

Two Family Members 

Two of the letters were written by family members of men who served in Korea. Ben 

Walker, a retired Grant county agent64, penned perhaps the most scathing rebuttal of Swan, 

and not without provocation. His son, Capt. Robert Walker, was killed in action on September 

                                                           
61

 Swan’s Stand on Korea Received “One Objection.” 
62

 Willeford. 
63

 Polley. 
64

 Creamery Shows $14,000 Profits in ’47, Wisconsin State Journal, Feb 24, 1948. 
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24, 1950, three months before Walker’s letter was published. 65 Ben Walker’s grief was 

unfortunately common; 707 Wisconsinites were eventually killed in the Korean War.66  Walker’s 

view of the purpose of the Korean conflict was based on North Korea’s status as the aggressor 

as well as his fundamental objections to communist philosophy. Walker quoted the Charter of 

the United Nations when he stated that the “principal purpose of the UN” is “to take effective 

collective measures for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace,—

in conformity with the principles of justice and international law.”67 For Walker, the US’s 

“obligations and responsibility to the UN”68 were paramount.  

The source of Walker’s anger, however, was not Swan’s cavalier disregard for 

international institutions, but rather that Swan was “on the side of the Russian brand of 

Communism which seeks to shackle the fundamental freedoms of the people,-- to grind their 

souls under the heels of tyrants.” For Walker, the Korean War was a struggle of “the free 

peoples of the world” against “tyranny and mass murder.” He was angered enough by Swan’s 

article that he suggest that “If the moral ethics of the Russian, and the Chinese, and the North 

Korean brand of Communism are such as to move you to utterances of their defense… there is 

where you should be.”69  

Mrs. James Ripleman, Eleanor, wrote her letter to the editor while her husband was 

fighting in Korea. He would, thankfully, survive the war, though he would earn a silver star in 

                                                           
65

 Lancaster Man Killed in Action, Wisconsin State Journal, Oct 9, 1950. 
66

 Sarah A. Larsen and Jennifer M. Miller, Wisconsin Korean War Stories: Veterans Tell Their Stories from the 
Forgotten War, (Wisconsin Historical Society Press, 2008), 4. 
67

 Ben Walker, letter to the editor, Wisconsin State Journal, Dec 22, 1950.  
68

 Ibid. 
69

 Ibid. 
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the process.70 Mrs. Ripleman’s letter is unlike Walker’s in its brevity, but it contains no less ire. 

She condemns Swan’s “foul utterances” and equates them to a defense of “our enemies in time 

of war.”71 Like Walker, Mrs. Ripleman “suggests a missionary post for Mr. Swan in Red China.”72 

Unlike Walker, her commentary on the war is confined to terming it a “courageous, fearsome 

endeavor” Instead of supplying a detailed summary of the steps leading up to the Korean 

War.73  

Two Repeats 

Wendell Johnson and Verne Kaub are the only two people whose letters appear in both 

the Wisconsin State Journal and The Capital Times. Johnson’s letter, which appeared in an 

abridged form in the Journal on the December 21, was printed in full in the Times a week later.  

The thrust of Johnson’s letter is that America has “no war with the political or economic 

theories… behind the iron curtain.” Rather, America objects to the communists’ “determination 

to force their political and ideological theories down the throats of… other countries.74 For 

Johnson then, the cause of the Korean War is the cause of self determination. Johnson’s 

conviction is deeply rooted in Christianity; he states that “our political, economical and religious 

aims are one.”75 To Johnson, “all men are our brothers” and “if (he) see(s) a weaker brother 

attacked (he) should rush to his defense and should aid with physical force if necessary.”76 So 
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too should it be with American foreign policy. To Johnson, the proper place of America in the 

world is that of champion of freedom that had Christ on its side.  

Sadly, due to the abundance of men named Wendell Johnson in southern Wisconsin in 

the 1950s, it is unclear precisely who Wendell Johnson was. The identity of Verne Kaub, the 

other author whose letters graced the pages of both daily papers, is certain. This is true both 

because of his unique name and his notoriety. Verne Kaub was a member of Swan’s First 

Congregationalist Church who had a long-standing feud with both Swan and the editor of the 

Times, William Evjue.77 While the Journal makes no mention of Kaub in its coverage of the Swan 

affair, the Times frames both its articles on the matter around an attempt by Kaub to oust Swan 

from his post.78 For this reason, while Kaub’s letter is printed in the letters to the editor section 

of the Journal, it is quoted at length in a news article in the Times.  

 Verne Kaub was the founder American Council of Christian Laymen (ACCL), which was a 

conservative Christian group dedicated to rooting out communism in Protestant churches.79 

Kaub, who was a public relations officer for the Wisconsin Power and Light Co. by trade, 

authored several pamphlets and books, most famously Collectivism Challenges Christianity.80 

He was also an active letter writer to both Madison papers throughout the 1940s and 1950s. 

Kaub’s letter references his feud with Swan, stating “As I have told you repeatedly over the past 
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dozen years, many of your public utterances and published writings have favored the anti-

Christian Communist-Socialist movement.”81 To Kaub, communism was at its heart non-

Christian and therefore to be fought everywhere. He also viewed the communist Chinese as 

fundamentally aggressive, as he writes, ironically, that “the mothers of wounded soldiers… 

realize to the full what a "great and friendly people" has sent a blood-crazed horde to the 

Korean peninsula -with the announced purpose of driving the United Nations forces into the 

sea.”82 

Swan’s Supporters 

 .W.D. Pennypacker’s and Ada L. James’ letters are unique in two respects. First, they 

were the only two letters to support Swan and second they were the only two letters to appear 

exclusively in the Capital Times. Pennypacker was a habitual contributor to the Times editorial 

page. 83 His letter did not explicitly support Swan’s position of non-intervention in Korea, but it 

was overwhelmingly positive. Pennypacker admired that Swan “put his finger upon a boil and 

[made+ the people in his church wince”84 by challenging their foreign policy views. He compared 

Swan to Jesus in that they both preached unpopular truths and were crucified, literally or in the 

press, for it.85 If a comparison to Jesus were not praise enough, Pennypacker also called Swan 

“one of the outstanding pastors in Wisconsin.”86  
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 While Pennypacker’s letter focused on praise of the man, Ada James’ letter focused on 

praise of his position. Ada James, who was 74 when her letter was published was a “local civic 

leader and champion in Wisconsin over many years for such causes as women's rights and  

suffrage, integrity in politics, and of social, child labor, prison, and industrial reforms.”87 She had 

also been active in the Republican and Progressive Parties and, as a Progressive, could not 

understand how the editor of the Times, a historically Progressive paper, could disagree with 

Swan’s stance. James argued that American support for China during the Second Sino-Japanese 

War had been undermined by the supply of US weapons to Japan. “Is it not possible,” she 

asked, “that China associates this deal with capitalism?” and is therefore “fears to accept the 

U.N.’s proposition to cease fire?”88  

 The editor of the Times, presumably feeling slighted after being called a bad Progressive, 

felt obliged to respond to James’ letter. The Times agreed with James on the fact that “one of 

the reasons the Chinese people turned to communism was the fact that the western 

democracies associated themselves with the corrupt and dictatorial regime of Chiang Kai-

shek.”89 However, the Times disagreed with Dr. Swan’s isolationist view that we have no 

business in Korea.” Furthermore, the Times believed “that we have business along side the free 

nations of the world in repelling Communist aggression.”90 
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The Ideas  

 The first part of this analysis has shown that while the letter-writers were, as a whole, 

older and more male than the general population, a wide range of life experiences and views 

are represented in this letter sample. The following part of this analysis will examine common 

themes expressed across letters and attempt to unearth the root of the public’s early support 

of the Korean War.  

One possible rationale for support of the Korean War could be from existential anxiety.Though 

most of the letters only address the communist threat in the Korea Theater, two of the letters 

speak to the fears of communist invasion. Keith Propp wrote the most succinct take on the 

communist risk. In Propp’s words, “If we leave Korea to the Koreans and Asia to the Asiatics and 

deal with Communist China, we sure will have an invasion of Mexico before we know it.”91  Carl 

Schneider quoted the Catholic, Chicago-based magazine Extension when he warned that “by 

the early part of 1952, Communism will dominate the world” if something is not done to stop 

them.”92 Though only two of the letter-writers mentioned the possibility of a communist 

invasion, it does not mean that this possibility was not on the minds of many others. However, 

that the majority of letter-writers did not mention the possibility of a home soil invasion is 

telling.  It would seem that the primary motivation for Americans to support the Korean War in 

1950 was not an existential fear, but rather a variety of other factors. I suggest that these 

motivations are three-fold: First, a strong support of the UN; second, a religious aversion to 

communism; and third, a commitment to American intervention abroad.  
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The UN 

An interesting fact of American foreign policy is that the general public is generally more 

supportive of the United Nations than of the political elite. This is because the UN Security 

Council, like the American public, is more conservative about the use of force than the federal 

government is. And, again like the American public, the Security Council is most likely to 

authorize the use of force when it is for “genuinely defensive purposes.93 According to political 

scientists Terrence Chapman and Dan Reiter, because the wishes of the UN Security Council and 

the American public so often conflate, the public often uses Security Council decisions as litmus 

test for “proposed uses of force by the president.”94 If the Security Council authorizes the use of 

force, then the use of force must be legitimate and necessary.  

 Though in recent years there has been some disconnect between the wishes of the UN 

Security Council and the American public, in the early years of the UN, this model worked 

exceedingly well; support for U.S. membership in and approval of the UN remained very high 

throughout and after the cold war95 Public support for the UN was so high in 1950 that in 

October of that year, 83% of the public would have approved of the commitment of US troops 

to a UN-led action in a country besides Korea.96 US support of the UN was not constrained only 

to the Korean sphere, but could also have been generalized to conflicts in other parts of the 

world.   
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 Chapman’s and Reiter’s conclusions are well-supported by the letters to the editor. 

While there are other letters that mentioned the UN in passing, there are four that discussed it 

explicitly. All of the letters that discussed the UN used its support of the Korean War as one of 

their main arguments against Swan. The blessing of the UN was a manifold one to these letter-

writers. Firstly, it cemented the status of North Korea as the aggressor in the conflict; a 

precondition that was important to both the American public and the Security Council. 

Secondly, it legitimized the conflict by creating an international consensus. And, lastly, it helped 

to overcome domestic political divisions by giving the mission an international flavor.  

“One Who Objects,” one of the anonymous letter-writers, was the first to introduce the 

legitimizing force of the UN in his letter. “One Who Objects” wrote that “The U.S. is a member 

of the United Nations and as such is acting, under the direction of that body, to prevent armed 

aggression so that disputes may be settled in arbitration.”97 He went on to say that “So, in 

stating that the U.S. has no business in Korea, the Rev. A. W. Swan evidently means that the 

United Nations has no business in Korea and therefore has no justification for existing.” Implicit 

in the tone of One Who Object’s letter is that Swan was incorrect in his implication that since 

Asia should be left to the Asiatics. Since Swan advocated a non-interventionist policy, he would 

surely be unsupportive of an international body whose purpose was to intervene.   

 Revered James Willeford also seized on Swan’s infamous phrase that “"We have grave 

responsibility to leave the continent of Asia to the Asiatics." If that were the case, Willeford 

reasoned, then Swan “*did+ not believe in the United Nations of any similar world-wide body of 
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nations.”98 Willeford supported the establishment of “some strong united government, 

consisting of all nations, to prevent any one nation from becoming an aggressor,” such as the 

UN.99 Willeford’s view is more nuanced than “One Who Object’s” in that he understood the 

United Nation’s choice to intervene in Korea as a “tough decision.”100 Still, Willeford supported 

the UN’s ultimate decision as “its decision was that any country had a right to its own life, and 

to protection from any aggressor.”101  

 The most in-depth support of America’s involvement in Korea came from the father of a 

late Army captain, Ben Walker of Lancaster. Walker saw the Korean War as a “commitment this 

country [had] made with the members of the United Nations to resist tyranny and military 

aggression.”102 After this pronouncement, he laboriously laid out the build up to the Korean 

War. At every stage, Walker included the UN in his discussion of US actions. He discussed the 

deployment of American troops as “in conformity with our obligations and responsibility to the 

UN,” and he referred to the current positions of troops in terms of the “mechanized army of 

the UN.”103 Echoing other letter-writers, Walker emphasized the presence of UN support and 

the aggressive status of the North Korean army when supporting the Korean War. Walker even 

went to the trouble of citing the UN charter when he admonished Swan that “the principal 

purpose of the UN” was "to take effective collective measures for the suppression of acts of 

aggression or other breaches of the peace,—in conformity with the principles of justice and 
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international law." The implication, therefore, is that if a war is supported by the UN it is, by 

definition, just and legal and therefore worth pursuing.  

 Another anonymous letter, the “Non-Communist” from Madison, also centered his 

objection to Swan’s editorial on the UN. “Non-Communist” wrote that, “The misled reverend 

scornfully puts the blame for the United Nations forces being in Korea on what he calls the 

MacArthurs and McCarthys. He falls to recognize the fact that 56 of the countries represented 

in the UN voted to stop Communist aggression in Korea, in accordance with the UN charter.”104  

“Non-Communist” echoes the sentiments of “One Who Objects” and adds another layer. Not 

only did UN support of the war lend legitimacy to American actions, it also helped to transcend 

domestic politics. “Non-Communist” clearly feels that Swan’s cheap shot at Douglas MacArthur 

and Joe McCarthy are illegitimate. Whatever domestic divides might have been present, they 

were overridden by the mandate of 56 signatories.    

The Nature of Communism and the Importance of Intervention 

 The words “godless” and “communist” are combined so often in this dialogue that it is 

nearly an epitaph. One of the most universal sentiments that runs throughout is the letters is 

that communism is the antithesis of the American way of life. America can be defined as being 

what the Soviet Union is not and, likewise, the Soviet Union can be defined as what America is 

not. A Propp put it: “A lot of people must know what Communism stands for. Three big things it 

don't stand for are freedom of press, freedom of speech and freedom of religion.”105 If these 

are the three things that it is most important to note that the Soviet Union did not stand for, 
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then they must have been the three most important things that the United States did stand for. 

If communist governments are founded on “Godless, freedomless principles,”106 then the 

United States must have been founded primarily on the principles of freedom and Christianity. 

Most of the letter-writers reference the Christian nature of the United States as a reason for 

opposing the communists and becoming involved in Korea. However, the conceptual leaps that 

the letters make between the Christian/Atheist dichotomy of the United States and the Soviet 

Union, and the rationalization of Korean involvement differ considerably.  

 W. Randolph Lacey saw the Cold War in general and the Korean War specifically as 

nothing less than “a part of God’s plan for the destruction of the old, corrupt, materialistic 

order in which we live preparatory to the establishment of the new order based on God’s law of 

love, peace and justice as foretold in the scriptures.”107 To Lacey, the Korean War was a holy 

war, a precondition for the realization of God’s ultimate plan. It is interesting that Lacey 

referred to the old regime that would be destroyed as “materialistic” when one of the United 

State’s main ideological objections to the Soviet Union was their policy of collectivization.   

 None of the other letter-writers were so brash as to term the Korean War a holy war, 

but several of them do elaborate on how specifically they feel that communist doctrine 

opposes Christianity. Carl Schneider objected to the fact that “The ultimate goal of Communism 

is to set up Stalin as God.”108 This, clearly, would have been a violation of the First 

Commandment. The anonymous writer “Non-Communist,” on the other hand, felt that 

communism was unchristian because of its “doctrine of hate, cruelty, and lies, which is so 
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contrary to the teaching of Jesus.”109  Both of these letters offered reasons why communism 

was unchristian, but neither of them made the leap to why, then, the Korean situation 

warranted invasion. Wendell Johnson was one of the few letter-writers to make that logical 

leap. Johnson argued that “My Bible tells me if someone slaps my face I should turn the other 

cheek, but the spirit of Christianity tells me that if I see a weaker brother attacked, I should rush 

to his defense and should aid with physical force, if necessary.”110 For Johnson, Christianity not 

only provided the impetus for action, but also a guide for the means to do it, 

 The most unifying sentiment across all of the letters is the belief that Swan’s statement 

that the United States should “leave the continent of Asia to the Asiatics” is plain wrong. 

Several of the letters seized on that phrase in particular, and virtually all of those that did not 

would agree on the sentiment. Milward turned Swan’s axiom in its head when he wrote that “if 

the U.S. has a "grave responsibility to leave the continent of Asia to the Asiatics", as Mr. Swan 

states, I think he should tell us what responsibility Russia has to leave the world to the 

world.”111 Milward believed that because Russia had adopted an interventionist tack, it was the 

responsibility of the United States to do so as well. Paul Stewart, who was quoted in one of the 

original articles on the Swan affair, made this point the most strongly.  He said that “we as a 

Christian nation have business anywhere in the world where the cause of Christ is being 

consumed by the godless, selfish haters of the liberties and freedom of man.”112 
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Conclusion  

 That the language and reasoning these letter-writers used to defend American 

involvement in Korea was so tightly wrapped in Christianity is hardly surprising. In fact, it would 

be considerably more surprising if it weren’t. Considering that the political elite used religious 

language to rhetorically defend the Cold War, it is logical that the general public would do so as 

well. In April 1951 address, Harry Truman warned that: 

The danger that threatens us in the world today is utterly and totally opposed to 
[spiritual values]. The international Communist movement is based on a fierce and 
terrible fanaticism. It denies the existence of God, and wherever it can it stamps out the 
worship of God…. God has created us and brought us to our present position of power 
and strength for some great purpose.113  

Truman’s language, though more eloquent than most of the letters, is very similar to that of a 

series of letters to the editor in Madison, Wisconsin a few months earlier.  

 Therefore, there was a strong connection, at both the elite and public level of 

Christianity and support for the Korean War in 1950. The important lesson that can be derived 

from this analysis is that while the opinions expressed in these letters to the editor were 

broadly similar—most people supported the UN and opposed communism, the ways that they 

used Christianity to reach that conclusion were often very different. One man supported the 

Korean War because he viewed communism as the “unfruitful works of darkness.”114 Another 

man supported the war because he viewed it as an act of Christian compassion in aiding a weak 

and wronged state.115  
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Appendix  

This appendix contains the complete run of letters to the editor regarding the Swan incident.  

The appendix begins with the letters to the editor in the Wisconsin State Journal in 

chronological order. This is followed by the letters to the editor from the Capital Times in 

chronological order. 

The Wisconsin State Journal Thursday December 14, 1950 Page 8, Section 1 

Rev. Sachtjen Replies 

Editor, The State Journal: This is a copy of a letter to Paul A. Stewart, Director, Youth for Christ, Madison. 

Dear Brother Stewart: …First of all, you say, "we as a Christian nation have business anywhere in the 

world" Now let me ask you, since when did America become Christian? Is it not true that there are 

within our boundaries over 75 million non-believers in any Christian enterprise with another 25 million 

who are believers in name only? Now, sir, if you are willing to accept these figures which are an 

understatement, you will readily see that 66 per cent of the American people are non-Christian and 

therefore pagan. Let me say, Brother Stewart, I believe we have a long, long way to go before we can 

truthfully call our nation Christian. In the second place, you show lack of Christian understanding in 

stating that "Rev. Alfred Swan has lost his right to stand in the pulpit claiming to be a minister of the 

Gospel." It seems to me that a man in your position ought to know your Bible well enough to know that 

it says, "Judge not, that Ye be not Judged." Matthew 7: 1-2. You are putting yourself up as God and you 

have no Christian right to do that. Now in the third place, what is America's chief concern in the Far 

East? Have you lived in China or Korea or any other Asiatic country? If you had, I do not believe you 

would have any illusions about what our chief business is! Let me say, I am sorry to have to admit that 

Christ and His Kingdom are not what American armed forces are fighting for in Korea. I believe it is to 
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maintain a balance of power in Asia, i.e. military power. Now, sir, you know that balance of power 

politics has never worked in history and if we could learn anything from past events, we would know 

that we shall never make the world Christian using such tactics. As I see it, after living In the Far East, we 

are more concerned about the invested capital in Asia than we are in the souls of any of our Asiatic 

brothers. Until we become as concerned about the souls of our brothers as Communists are for the 

minds of men, we shall fail to win any friends in any part of the world. 1 lived in the Far East long enough 

to know that all too often U. S. did not mean United States to the people but rather, Uncle Shylock. Now 

as long as that condition is true, the cause of Christ cannot gain momentum in Asia. Please sir, accept my 

criticism in the spirit of Christian brotherhood and acquaint yourself with all the facts. May God's 

blessing be with you in all you do for Christ and His Kingdom.—The 

Rev. R. W. Sachtjen, The Methodist Church, Brodhead.  

 

The Wisconsin State Journal Thursday December 14, 1950 Page 8, Section 1 

Preaching, Practicing 

Editor, The State Journal:…A few of these ministers and leaders that have been preaching separation of 

church and state the last few years should practice what they preach and keep their noses out of politics 

if they have no better ideas than the Rev. Swan had. If we leave Korea to the Koreans and Asia to the 

Asiatics and deal with Communist China, we sure will have an invasion of Mexico before we know it. 

Anyone who sympathizes with Communist China, Communist Russia or anything that pertains to 

Communism and what it stands for should be deported to them places and let them fight for them…. A 

lot of people must know what Communism stands for. Three big things it don't stand for are freedom of 

press, freedom of speech and freedom of religion. If we ever lose them, we would be living in the same 
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as a Communist regime. We can't hate any person because they all have a soul as we have, but we can 

hate and despise the things they do and stand for whether they be Russian Communist or 

what.—Keith Propp, Richland Center. 

 

Wisconsin State Journal Friday December 15, 1950 Page 10, Section 1 

Kaub No. 2 

Editor, The State Journal: This is a copy of a letter to the Rev. Alfred W. Swan. 

My dear Sir: Noting your report that as of Monday evening, Dec. 11, you had received only one 

unfavorable criticism of your editorial favoring the Chinese Communists which appeared in The Church 

Tower for Dec. 10, I respectfully request place number two on your list of critics, or some higher 

number, if in the meantime, you have heard from other pro-Americans. As I have told you repeatedly 

over the past dozen years, many of your public utterances and published writings have favored the anti-

Christian Communist-Socialist movement. In your "sermon" of February 12, 1950, published by the 

church in pamphlet form under the title, "How Social is Christianity," you approved basic Marxian 

(Communist-Socialist) doctrines, declaring them Christian. This "sermon", like previous utterances of the 

kind, did not seem to "register” with either listeners or readers. Now, however, you have seen fit to laud 

the Soviet-ruled Communist regime in China, and you may be sure that the number of letters critical of 

this utterance which you have received are by no means an accurate measure of the adverse reaction of 

the members of your congregation and of this community. Surely it is not necessary to discuss this 

statement at any length. Our soldiers on the Korean beachheads will agree that the "peoples 

government" of China is "effective" and the mothers of wounded soldiers who were brutally murdered 

by the soldiers of this "peoples government" realize to the full what a "great and friendly people" has 
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sent a blood-crazed horde to the Korean peninsula -with the announced purpose of driving the United 

Nations forces into the sea.—Verne P. Kaub, 609 Sheldon st. 

 

Wisconsin State Journal Saturday December 16. 1950 Page 4, Section 1  

Caesar's Things 

Editor, The State Journal: Tuesday morning's paper relates that "one objection" has been made to the 

Rev. Mr. Swan's editorial on Korea. Doubtless there are thousands of people in this area who disagree 

with his reverence. But it is touchy business to wade into one who wears the cloth. Bitterness and 

bigotry may be stirred up when the clergy are the subject of controversy. Maybe it would be well if 

some of the clergy confined themselves to religion and left to Caesar "the things that are Caesar's."—A 

Protestant, Madison. 

 

Wisconsin State Journal Monday December 18, 1960 Page 4, Section 1 

Stunned by Swan 

Editor, The State Journal: I would like to see this letter printed in your mail bag for the benefit of the 

Rev. Alfred Swan and any other Madison pastor who may feel the same way: Dear Mr. Swan: The 

editorial to your congregation left me in a state of cold fury. If you have received only "one stated 

objection," it is because other good Christians were too stunned to find words to voice their opinions. 

We are newcomers to Madison and have been looking for a church home. Your editorial leaves me cold. 

I no longer feel the urge to associate myself with a church, or the kind of people who would not only put 

up with but condone such a minister. Neither do I care to send my children to Sunday school to be 
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taught to love the Communists. I agree with you—our boys definitely have no business fighting in Korea 

or any other part of the world; no business giving up their lives so that so-called ministers of the gospel 

here in the United States can write editorials to their congregations condoning the Godless, freedomless 

principles of Communistic government. Let them come back home and round up all… Reds and send 

them where 

they would apparently like to be—to Russia or Red China! Then, if they must continue fighting for 

Democracy and Christianity, their blood would not be shed for…wastrels…. As for me, I'll conduct an old-

fashioned Bible hour and have Sunday school for my children at home….—An Irate Mother, Rt. 5, 

Madison 

Wisconsin State Journal Tuesday December 19, 1950 Page 6, Section 1 

Stalin as God? 

Editor, Tbe State Journal: While we still have freedom of speech and freedom of press, the alarming 

statements made by the Rev. Alfred Swan have stirred,me to write in the interest of his parishioners. I'm 

afraid there is very little (at least not enough) that the Rev. Mr. Swan knows about Communist tactics. 

He says that "the Communist Peoples government shows promise of alleviating the mass poverty of a 

peasant countryside." Does he know it's exactly like all their other sugar-coated promises? The ultimate 

goal of Communism is to set up Stalin as God. Now, I'm sure Mr. Swan knows that Stalin is not God, else 

he would never have chosen the ministry as his walk of life He would do well to look a little .deeper into 

Communism, for if he does, he would waste no time to retract, publicly, every statement he made. The 

people are looking toward their church leaders for guidance as the European people are counting on 

America to snatch them from the clenching jaws of Communism. That is why we do have business in 

Korea. We cannot afford to give up our boys, in the interest of Communism! They are there fighting 

against it, body and soul. The only way the world will know true peace is when its people recognize God 
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as their leader and storm heaven with their prayers. . . A Communist leader in Tokyo was boasting about 

the success of the Reds in Korea and what a scoop they had put over the "sleeping Americans." He said 

this and mark it well: "By the early part of 1952, Communism will dominate the world. We have moved 

slowly but carefully across the world; we have waited and worked, sacrificed and worked some more—

but it will soon be over. In 1952, the world will be ours." (This paragraph quoted from November, 1950 

issue, Extension magazine.) Let's wake up, America, and prove him wrong, while we still can do 

something about it. We could give our fighting men no greater encouragement than if we stand by them 

and fight Communism with them on every count. It must die the death Nazism and Fascism did.—Mrs. 

Carl 

Schneider, Muscoda, Wis.  

 

Wisconsin State Journal Tuesday December 19, 1950 Page 6, Section 1 

What About Russia? 

Editor, The State Journal—The U.S. is a member of the United Nations and as such is acting, under the 

direction of that body, to prevent armed aggression so that disputes may be settled by arbitration. So, in 

stating that the U.S. has no business in Korea, the Rev. A. W. Swan evidently means that the United 

Nations has no business in Korea and therefore has no justification for existing. It is odd that he should 

direct his criticism solely at the U.S. If Mr. Swan had offered criticism of both sides involved, (the United 

Nations AND Russia and Red China) his dissertation might have been more acceptable in this time of 

crisis. Now, therefore, in fairness to himself, his church, and to his fellow citizens, I believe Mr. Swan 

should give his opinion of Russia's responsibilities and obligation to the peoples of Asia. If the U.S. has a 

"grave responsibility to leave the continent of Asia to the Asiatics", as Mr. Swan states, I think he should 
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tell us what responsibility Russia has to leave the world to the world. I sincerely hope Mr. Swan will see 

fit to publish his criticism of Russia's actions, if he feels there are any.—One Who Objects, Madison.  

WSJ 12/20/1950 Page 6 

Post for Mr. Swan   

Editor, The State Journal: Did you purposely place the Rev. Mr. Swan's remarks next to the article re our 

casualties in Korea? How long are we going to allow public figures to defend our enemies in time of war? 

And do you think it wise to give his foul utterances front page space, complete with picture? Perhaps, if 

he were ignored, which is the very least he deserves, he would be less impressed with his immature 

rantings. My husband is fighting in Korea, so you can imagine how sympathetic we, who live in a 

nightmare for fear of his life, are towards "thoughtless persons" who are busy undermining our 

country's courageous, fearsome endeavor. I suggest a missionary post for Mr. Swan in Red China, that 

pleasant land of his dreams. And let him take Paul Robeson as choir boy, and Miss Coplon for 

secretary.—Mrs. James D. Rifleman, 3205 

Tallyho Lane.   

WSJ 12/20/1950 Page 6 

Struggle and Plan  

Editor, the State Journal: Dr. Swan’s editorial to the people of the First Congregational church as 

reported in Sunday’s State Journal “excites comment” among others than member of that church. While 

we can agree that “The Chinese are a great and friendly people,” it can hardly be said that the Godless 

Chinese Communists, controlled as they are by the equally Godless Russian Communists, are either 

great or friendly…. What is this struggle in which we find ourselves but a part of God’s plan for the 

destruction of the old, corrupt, materialistic order in which we live preparatory to the establishment of 
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the new order based on God’s law of love, peace and justice as foretold in the scriptures? For 

generations, yes centuries, the church… clergy and laymen alike… have been allowing the quagmire of 

dogma, creed, rituals and superstitions to hinder them from attaining the pathway to God…. Too long 

has the church failed to inspire the zeal evidenced by the early Christians in their devotion to God, and 

servitude to mankind. Too long have the church leaders themselves been baffled by the portents of the 

time; and they have been unable to help when men in disillusionment, anguish and despair came to 

them for counsel ,comfort, hope some intelligible idea as to what this cataclysm means and whence it 

came and how it should be met. Too long has the church been teaching interpretations of Christ’s 

message in terms meant for people of centuries past. We need to seek the truth in the teachings of the 

Bible in terms of modern thought and modern need. An excellent guide for this search is George 

Townshend’s book, “The Heart of the Gospel.”—W. Randolph Lacey, 110 W. Johnson st.   

WSJ 12/20/1950 Page 6 

Throat-Cutting Help  

Editor, The State Journal: Too much blame should not be put on the Rev. Swan for his leftist tendencies, 

for that is apparently what his congregation likes. And if they like it, they are entitled to all that they get. 

It has not been unknown that business men would sponsor radio programs whose net results were to 

cut their own throats and that of the system under which they had thrived. Since they liked it, what can 

you do about it?—Small Businessman   

WSJ 12/20/1950 Page 6 

‘Works of Darkness’  

Editor, the State Journal—The minister’s job is to explain the bible, God’s word, to the people. Hence I 

quote Ephesians 5:11—“and have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather 
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reprove them.” Russia is a Godless nation and behind the Iron Curtain are the “unfruitful works of 

darkness.” America is supposed to be a Christian nation. Many of us have forgotten that a Christian 

nation is one where God, His Son, Jesus Christ, and the Bible, have first place in our deliberations. But 

we have many in the U.S.A. like the Rev. Alfred W. Swan, who seem to be in sympathy with Godless 

Communism and the Communists people government of China… Clement Attlee, Britain’s Socialist 

prime minister, said “The first place in the influences that built up the Socialistic movement (in England) 

must be given to religion.” True Christians do not help to bring socialistic movements into being. 

Confused and mistaken religionists evidently frequently do. Great confusion exists in the minds of 

modernist ministers today as to the Kingdom of God. They seem to see in Communism the fulfillment of 

their hopes. Referring to this in his recent book “The Road Ahead,” john T. Flynn, assailing the Federal 

council of the Churches of Christ in American says “And I know moreover, and assert that many of the 

men most powerful in directing its affairs are using its machinery to promote the interests of a socialistic 

revolution in America.”… The "promise of alleviating the mass poverty of a peasant countryside" as Dr. 

Swan says, is not in any wise related to the Kingdom of Heaven. Every real Christian desires help for the 

poverty stricken everywhere. But Communism is Godless…. Dr. Swan says "We would do well to deal 

with this effective government." The Bible says, "Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 

darkness, but rather reprove them." To incur God's favor, this verse is just as true of nations as of 

individuals… I'm rather amused as I read the Rev. Mr. Swan's closing words "Seek peace and pursue it." 

This is a very convenient quotation from the scriptures. Does the minister think that the cause of lasting 

peace will be advanced by doing business with Godless Communism? Again to quote "Then perhaps the 

angels will sing again above the cradles of the world." My Bible tells me that the angels only "sing" 

where God is honored and exalted. 

Charles B. Polley, pastor, Bible Fellowship Church, Roberts and Stockton  
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Courts, Madison.    

12/21/1950 WSJ Page 6 

The Four Points  

Editor, The State Journal: The Rev. Alfred W. Swan says "The Communist People's government of China 

shows promise of alleviating the mass poverty of peasant countryside. Do you remember the pogroms 

and mass starvation that occurred in Russia during the first two "five-year plan" when the Communists 

were herding the farmers onto collective farms? The farmers who wanted a measure of independence 

on their own pieces of land fell by the roadsides. Their poverty was not alleviated; their lives were not 

even spared. Of course, the farmers who permitted themselves to be driven onto government farms 

were given enough food that they might help forge Russia's weapons of imperialistic expansion! What 

happened in Russia will happen in China, though China may have a short period of grace inasmuch as 

Russia needs her manpower at this juncture of conquest. Mr. Swan's second statement was: "This 

country would do well to do business with Communist China. What kind of business can we do with 

Communist China? Any item we lend, lease, sell, or give the Communists will be used against us. Do we 

place a gun in the hand of a man who plans to rob us? In trading with Communists we are forming a 

league with our enemies to bring about our own destruction…. Third statement: "We have no business 

to be in Korea" is very debatable, but you speak as though you knew definitely. Let us go back to June 

when the North Koreans overran South Korea. The United Nations was faced with a tough decision. Its 

decision was that any country had a right to its own life, and to protection from any aggressor… Suppose 

the United Nations had done nothing but talk. We tried that in the League of Nations and failed 

miserably to prevent World War II. Did Hitler have any business remilitarizing the Rhineland? Did Japan 

have any right to be in Manchuria in 1931-32? Did Mussolini have any right in Ethiopia in 1936? Did the 

League of Nations have any right to stop these aggressions in their infancy? Did the North Koreans have 
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any right in South Korea last June 25 with Russian equipment? Fourth statement: "We have grave 

responsibility to leave the continent of Asia to the Asiatics." Then you do not believe in the United 

Nations or any similar world-wide body of nations. Evidently you believe we should divide the small 

world into continents and let the nations on each slug it out until one dominates all the others… We 

must have some strong united government, consisting of all nations, to prevent any one nation from 

becoming an aggressor. We have lived such a sheltered life in America it is difficult for us to see that we 

must have a part of the united effort to force peace if necessary. We have the same business in Asia we 

have in Europe; to prevent any aggressor from subjecting weaker nations to its own will… I am not 

questioning Mr. Swan's sincerity of purpose…. But I feel definitely he is wrong in making the statements 

he did.—James D. Willeford, Minister, Church of Christ, Madison.  

Business in Korea 12/21/1950 WSJ Page 6 

Editor, The State Journal: The Rev. A.W. Swan says… American troops have no business in Korea…The 

Communists have one theory that we in America are violently opposed to. That is their determination to 

force their political and ideological theories down the throats of the people in other countries. When 

this is done or attempted by military force, we are justified in defending the things we hold sacred, by 

uniting all the military strength we can muster. To say that we should limit our defense to the borders of 

our country and to leave Asia to the Asiatics is to forget that all men are our brothers. There is no border 

line between the freedom loving nations today. Our political, economical and religious aims are one. 

They have to be or they will be destroyed. My Bible tells me if someone slaps my face I should turn the 

other cheek, but the spirit of Christianity tells me that If I see a weaker brother attacked, I should rush to 

his defense and should aid with physical force, if necessary… A group of ministers called a special 

meeting to rush to the defense of Mr. Swan. By the very tone of the statement issued it showed that 

many members did agree with Mr. Swan in fact, but lacked the courage of their convictions. They rather 
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defended his privilege of free speech. When our privilege of free speech is abused, it becomes an evil 

instead of a blessing. They also defend his  stature as a spiritual leader in the community. I wonder what 

great spiritual significance they attach to the statement in question. Wendell Johnson, Madison  

12/21/1950 WSJ Page 6 Ends and Means  

Editor, The Stale Journal; The lack of public response to the Rev. A. W. Swan's recent statements can 

undoubtedly be attributed to the fact that he has made equally foolish comment on various other 

subjects in the past. To say the least, Mr. Swan presents a paradoxical approach to Christian thinking in 

praising land reform which he claims was brought about by Chinese Communists. Assuming this dubious 

claim to be true, it is the endorsement of the end without concern for the means used to achieve the 

end. A similar line of thinking would say: Hitler advanced the material well-being for many of the 

German people so the free peoples should have let him continue his mass-murder to fully achieve that 

end. Leadership in a community and a nation calls for big men who think before they speak (or write). 

Mr. Swan is a local example of how careless we have become in selecting men for positions which call 

for a higher caliber of leadership.—A Congregationalist, Madison  

12/22/1950 WSJ Page 4  

Can't Be on Both Sides, Swan Warned 

Editor, The State Journal: This is an open letter to the Rev. Alfred W. Swan: 

Your recent statements lead me to ask:  "Which side are you on?" Are you on the side of the Russian 

brand of Communism which master-minded the development of Communism in China, or are you on 

the side of the free peoples of the world who seek to resist tyranny and mass murder? Are you on the 

side of the Russian brand of Communism which master-minded the unprovoked attack by North Korea 

on South Korea, and which then masterminded the attack by Chinese Communists on the South Koreans 
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and the United Nations,—or are you on the side of the commitments this country has made with the 

members of the United Nations to resist tyranny and military aggression? Are you on the side of the 

Russian brand of Communism which seeks to shackle the fundamental freedoms of the people;—to 

grind their souls under the heels of tyrants,—to gain these objectives by mass murder and slavery or are 

you on the side of the people who will not yield to tyranny? The implications of your utterances would 

lead one to believe that you are on the side of those who seek to conquer the souls of free men by mass 

murder. You can't be on both sides, Sir! If you don't know the implications of the Communist blue print 

by this time, then, Sir, your stupidity is beyond comprehension. You see, Sir, I have a right, and a duty to 

say something in defense of the dead in Korea; my oldest son is one of them, whose grave will 

undoubtedly soon be an inviting mark of desecration by the "nice people" whose actions you seemingly 

defend. One bullet from the gun of one of your "nice people" left a wife without a husband and four 

children without a father. If the moral ethics of the Russian, and the Chinese, and the North. Korean 

brand of Communism are such as to move you to utterances of their defense, it seems to me there is 

where you should be. You say that: "Neither the MacArtuhurs nor the McCarthys should be allowed to 

push our president, secretary of state, or representatives at Lake Success into war,…" You say: "History 

will not hold us guiltless, if we blast our way in." You say: "Manchuria is disturbed by the presence of a 

mechanized army across the border."  You are siding with the Russians by implying that we are the 

aggressors. You are terribly worried about the mechanized army of the UN across the Manchurian 

border, but you say not a word about the armed forces of the Soviet Union across from anther 

Manchurian border. I think you should be straightened out on who is responsible for getting us into 

Korea. If you admit that we are there with UN sanction and action, then the following from the principal 

purpose of the UN should interest you: "to take effective collective measures for the suppression of acts 

of aggression or other breaches of the peace,—in conformity with the principles of justice and 

international law." Under Russian master-minding, preceded by long preparation, the North Korean 
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army, without provocation, aggressively invaded South Korea on the 25th of last June. On June 26, our 

state department in conformity with our obligations and responsibility to the UN, directed Gen. 

MacArthur to use our navy and air force to protect  the evacuation of civilians from Korea. On June 27 

our state department directed Gen. MacArthur to use our navy and air force to aid the South Korean 

army. On June 30 our state department directed Gen. MacArthur to commit our army ground forces to 

the aid of the South Koreans. What our state department expected Gen. MacArthur to use, at that time, 

for manpower and military equipment, the Lord only knows. He, being a soldier, proceeded under the 

direction of his "civilian commander in chief," the president of the United States, who, at that time, 

termed such commitment "police action". And of course neither General MacArthur nor Senator 

McCarthy had anything to do with the decisions made for these commitments, as you well know. 

Nothing would suit Joe Stalin better than to have Gen. MacArthur recalled from his military command, 

because the  “butcher from Moscow" probably has a much better appraisal of the general's skill as a 

military man, than do some in this country whose mouthings would have him recalled.General 

MacArthur was my son's overall commanding officer. I am sure that if my son could speak from his grave 

in Korea he would say that when the chips are down he would take MacArthur. I am dead sure he would 

not take the "general" from the First Congregational Church in Madison.—Ben H. Walker, Box 268, 

Lancaster 

 

Wisconsin State Journal Friday, December 29, 1950 Page 4, Section 1 

Revival Campaign 

Editor, The State Journal: It seems fruitless to reply to the editorial by the 
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Rev. Alfred Swan, especially after the fine statement given by Paul A. Stewart. It is alarming to know that 

a preacher of the Christian religion would even suggest that we should cooperate with the Chinese Reds, 

who are so definitely opposed to the Christian doctrine, and are only tools of the Russian Communist. 

The misled reverend scornfully puts the blame for the United Nations forces being in Korea on what he 

calls the MacArthurs and McCarthys. He falls to recognize the fact that 56 of the countries represented 

in the UN voted to stop Communist aggression in Korea, in accordance with the UN charter.  . . .We still 

hear the wail of the "Pinks" and the "Reds" from certain  sources when the Communists meet opposition 

to their doctrine of hate, cruelty, and lies, which is so contrary to the teaching of Jesus. It might be a 

good idea to have a special revival campaign for those who are expected to teach and preach the Gospel 

of Jesus rather than the Gospel of Stalin. 

—Non-Communist, Madison.  

12/30/1950 WSJ Page 6 Interpreting Swan  

Sunday — what a day to print the Rev. A, W. Swan's statement! Mainly for policy to print the facts… To 

quote Roundy, "I may be dumb," but as the writer interprets this article, Mr. Swan is in full sympathy 

with the Red Chinese Communists, decidedly against Nationalist Chiang Kai-shek. That's self-evident. 

This should include the butchery of our American G. I.'s, atrocities that would make Hitler and Stalin turn 

blue. Yes, "wehad no business in Korea" had the Trumanites lived up to their oaths and "canned" those 

"red herrings" in the beginning. I suppose the above conforms to our ultra-modern form of religion. This 

writer is too old to be born again, according to Scripture. Did not fully comprehend the saying when a 

lad and if the above is the new form of Christianity, I prefer to try and follow the teachings of a mother 

with the faith that would put Job to shame. Incidentally, the teachings of Lincoln, McKinley, and Herbert 

Hoover—the Hoover who believed and taught even poverty with honor was greater in God's sight than 
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the raping of the U. S. treasury as a public appeasement and vote getter… We wonder if the "angels will 

sing" over the graves of those butchered American boys… 

This writer 'has read Mr. Swan's articles for years. Many of them smack of the Capital Times' brand of 

Socialism…W. H. Milward. Rt 3, Madison.   

Praise for Dr. Swan,” Capital Times, Dec 20, 1950, 28. 

[Madison, Dec. 18]—Sometimes when the physician puts his hand upon a sore, the patient cries 

"ouch!" It is quite evident that in feeling about for a bruise, the Rev. Alfred W. Swan has put his 

finger upon a boil and the people in his church wince. And, how they do wince! It is all right 

with the average churchman when his preacher tells him he will be blessed of God, but when 

he calls attention to his follies, that is a page out of another book. A few persons in Dr. Swan's 

church must have been really and truly hurt by what their pastor said. Lucky for them that 

Christ, himself, was not preaching in that pulpit, for did He not call profiteers in His day, high 

priests in the church of God, a "generation of vipers?" They turned Him out and they crucified 

Him. No, our world does not grow better. Dr. Swan, I believe, is one of the outstanding pastors 

in Wisconsin. His influence for good among young people should be occasion for sincere 

gratitude. Why try to persecute him because he steps on a parishioner's corns? It is not wise, 

nor is it Christian. Was it not to preach the truth that should make men free that he was called 

to the ministry? A minister, operated by strings from the cushioned pews, is little better than a 

jack-in-the-box.— 

W. D. Pennypacker.  

 

Disagree with our Stand on Rev. Swan Editorial, Capital Times, Dec. 22, 1950, page 18. 
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[Richland Center, Wis. Dec. 19]—You are to congratulated for publishing Dr. Swan’s “editorial” 

in these days of “thought control,” But I cannot understand why you disagree with Dr. Swan. 

You and I were fellow Progressives at one time and as Progressives we believed that “my 

country right or wrong” was a pernicious doctrine. About this time there was a caption over the 

editorial column in very fine print that read: “Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make 

thee free.” If there was any statement in Dr. Swan’s article that was not true we challenge you 

to find it. Not long ago Japan waged ware on poor, peaceable China. Our country sympathized 

with China. Organizations passed resolutions condemning Japan. Our club women agreed not to 

wear silk stockings, etc. At the time these sacrifices were being made, our country was 

providing Japan with munitions to kill the Chinese. Is it not possible that china associates this 

deal with capitalism? Can we blame Gen. Wu Hsiu-chuan, the Communists’ chief envoy, that he 

fears to accept the U.N.’s proposition to cease fire? If we are free to think, might it be well to 

think?—Ada L. James.  

(Editor’s note—The Capital Times has repeatedly said that one of the reasons the Chinese 

people turned to communism was the fact that the western democracies associated 

themselves with the corrupt and dictatorial regime of Chiang Kai-shek. But we disagree with Dr. 

Swan’s thesis that the Chinese have improved their situation with communism. We believe that 

they will ultimately find that they have exchanged one form of slavery and oppression for 

another. We disagree with Dr. Swan’s isolationist view that we have no business in Korea. We 

believe that we have business alongside the free nations of the world in repelling Communist 

aggression.) 
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Disagree with our Stand on Rev. Swan Editorial,” Capital Times, Dec. 22, 1950, page 18. 

 [Madison, Dec. 19]—The Rev. Swan recently made a statement in a religious publication and it 

was later reprinted in the Madison newspapers. I feel forced to voice opposition to this article. 

My opposition is based on the fact that I am a Christian and an American. I consider his 

statement un-American almost to the point of treason and against all the principles of Christian 

ethics. Let us break down his statement and see what he really says. First, that American troops 

have no business in Korea. The people of America believe in individual rights, not only of the 

individuals but the right of individual nations, to govern themselves according to the dictates of 

their own conscience. We in America have no war with the political or economical theories of 

the countries behind the iron curtain. The Communists do have one theory that we in America 

are violently opposed to. That is their determination to force their political and ideological 

theories down the throats of the people of other countries. When this is done or attempted by 

military force, we are justified in defending the things we hold sacred by uniting all the military 

strength we can muster. To say that we should limit our defense to the borders of our country 

and to leave Asia to the Asiatics is to forget that all men are our brothers. There is no borderline 

between the freedom-loving nations today. Our political economical and religious aims are one. 

They have to be or they will be destroyed. Communist Russia and her satellites are on the 

march. To deny this is to deny the very statements of Russia herself. I said that Rev Swan's 

attempt borders on treason because it declares America the aggressor. It states that America 

has no right to come to the defense of any country for any cause. I say that it is against all the 

principles of Christian ethics. My Bible tells me that if someone slaps my face, I should turn the 

other cheek, but the spirit of Christianity tells me that if I see a weaker brother attacked I 
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should rush to his defense and should aid with physical force if necessary. I am not defending 

the regime under the Nationalists in China. There were many evils and the lot of the common 

man was not a happy one. I understand the Rev. Swan's parents were missionaries in China. I 

wonder 

 If his parents or any other group of missionaries would be allowed in the China of today. We 

cannot eradicate an evil by surrendering to a greater. The Council of Churches called a special 

meeting to rush to the defense of Rev. Swan. By the very tone of the statement issued, it 

showed that many members did not agree with Rev. Swan in fact, but lacked the courage of 

their convictions. They rather defended his privilege of free speech. When our privilege of free 

speech is abused it becomes an evil instead of a blessing. They also defend his stature as a 

spiritual leader in the community. I wonder what great spiritual significance they attach to the 

statement in question. When Christ was here on earth, He committed only one act of violence. 

He drove the moneychangers from the temple with a whip. If He were to return today, I believe 

his first act would be to drive the politicians and false prophets from the pulpits of our 

churches—Wendell Johnson 

 

 


